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QUESTIONS AUCSA MEMBERS
Board allowance:
Q1: (Jan-Paul) How much is it for a year as an AUCSA member?
Q2: (Phillip) Would you have applied for AUCSA if it were not for the allowance?
Q4: (Sofia) Do you have any problem getting people to apply for the board?
Q5: (Sofia) How did you find out about the board allowance?
Re-allocation of previous board allowance:
Q6: (Emil) What are you planning to do exactly with the money on the elections
GA?
Q7: (Rita) What will the reallocation to Inter-UC be spent on?
Q8: (Lia) How can the board allowance be reallocated when you just said that
you couldn’t use the board allowance for anything but personal use?
Solace reallocation:
Q9: (Philip) What is the extra money used for?
Q10: (Phillip) Clarification: are all the new reallocations from the old leftovers?
Yearbook reallocation:
Q11: (Phillip) What is the voting on the Yearbook? Who will be the new dean?
Q12: (Phillip) How many times can I vote?
Zen reallocation:
Q13: (David) the cabinet – can it also be for other committees?
Q14: (David) Is it possible for Screen to also put their beamer in the cabinet?
Q15: (Esther) AUCSA is paying for people to take classes somewhere else? Can
the music committee also pay for lessons other places?
Q16: (Eva) Suggestion: Big cabinet – there are storage places that can be used on
every floor, on every strings, maybe those storage rooms can be used in stead of
cabinets.
Q17: (Phillip) Why do you need money for getting students to participate in
external challenges when you’re already getting a discount?
Q18: (Michael) Why do all the money have to be spent? Is it a part of some
regulations?
Q19: (Willem) Will Zen be more inclusive? More participants?
Q20: (Rita) The challenge is for people to go out of AUC to do an event, is that OK
when you are not allowed to give away free food?
Q21: (Michael) Are 40 people going to sign up for this challenge?
Q22: (Ameli) AISA sponsor partially participation, so why should not Zen be able
to do this?
Q23: (Emma) Could we possibly use the budget to buy software?
Q24: (Ivana) Can we make a joint proposal?
Q25: (Lisa) Adobe has creative cloud, which allow for use on any computer.
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Q26: (Hatty) Hands on would like to propose to ask for a Matched Challenge, we
would like to see if AUCSA would match what they make?
Q27: (Dante) Are we done with the reallocation of the money for the
committees? Then where is Lingua’s budget?
Q28: (Sanna) Extra beamer – is it necessary?
Q29: (Jan-Paul) How much money is left in total? Like 2200?
Q30: (Chloe) Because our budget exceeds 200 euros, do we need to approve it in
a GA?
Hands on proposal
Q31: (Hatty) Would you like to spend AUCSA money on Hands On fundraising?
Q32: (Hatty) We want to buy a tent large tent, is that possible?
Q33: (Hatty) Proposal: AUCSA gives 600€ to the fundraising
Q44: (Aqsa) Proposal: If AUCSA matches 600€ for charity, this will be a good
amount to give to a charity.
Q35: (Job) Why don’t ask AUC before deciding AUCSA should match it?
Q36: (Rita) People should be aware of spending money on charity, shouldn’t be
forced to do this.
Q38: (Anna) Propose a motion to treat this within the AUCSA board because it is
less than 2000€.
Q37: (Sofia) It would be even worse to treat this in the AUCSA board than in the
GA – less transparent.
Q38: (Jan-Paul) How can AUCSA approve the motion if the GA rejects this?
Q39: (Aqsa) The point was to get the GA’s opinion, and as you said no, we will
not pursue this further.
Q40: (Sofia) Who decided on the 2000€ limit that currently exists?
ANSWERS AUCSA MEMBERS
Board Allowance:
A1: (Jan-Paul) Be transparent about the allowance, the board should not care
why people want to join AUCSA.
A2: (Dante) The committees should get the money, not the AUCSA board. Use the
money for a party or distribute it amongst the committee-members. Especially
because the AUCSA board said they did not want the money.
Solace reallocation:
A9: (Lia) have found locations that didn’t ask any money, we thought now that
we can ask for more money so that the graduation party (for example) can be
improved.
Yearbook reallocation:
A11: (Ivana) We want 3rd years to vote over different subjects in the yearbook
with a borrel, so that it will be nice to receive the yearbook.
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Zen reallocation:
A13: (Eva) It’s probably going to be very full. People might steel it even though
we lock it.
A19: (eva and Alex) We have four classes every week, meditation and yoga, yoga
between 10-15 people, meditation with around 8 participations. At least five
events every week, people don’t want to come because they don’t own a yoga
mat, that’s why we want to buy yoga mats.
A20: (Alex) We did not intend for the challenge to be free. We could not offer the
same in AUC, so it is natural to outsource it.
A32: (Hatty) Syria and the voedselbank. Want to go to that.
A33: (Lisa) Want to make it a measure to increase participation.
A34: Comment to A33: (JP) it is every euro you give you loose a euro, because it’s
your money that is matched.
A40: (Lia) Solace reallocates a lot of money often, and it would be very
inconvenient to have GA’s for all the reallocations.

